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    The last four decades, we have seen a resurgence of interest in the tradition of 
political thought known as republicanism (or civic republicanism).republicanism has 
been so dramatic as to be called a “republican revival”. IN this course, Quentin 
skinner has effect an important and positive role. 
   In this paper, I will survey the central ideas of republican political theory of 
Quentin Skinner, especially, I will examine the concept of citizen, country and 
liberty. 
I will instant in three clews in this paper, citizen theory, country theory and 
liberty as longitude, the theory and the other’s theory as woof. I’ll depict the 
republicanism of Quentin Skinner by this route. 
   In the first chapter, I will introduce the current degree of the study on Quentin 
Skinner’s theory. Republicanism is my visual threshold. Toward the history theory 
and others theory, This chapter explain a fat lot. This paper emphasis on the theory 
of citizen and country and liberty. 
   The second chapter, I will write about the background of Quentin Skinner’s 
revolution, and try to explain the revolution of Skinner. In this chapter, I will 
emphases on the source of Skinner’s theory. 
    The third chapter I will write about the important theory of Skinner. The citizen 
theory is the core of Skinner’s theory. Skinner consider positive citizen as the 
foundation of republic. In fact, positive citizen is a essence of classic republicanism. 
The classic republican approve of direct join in politics. Skinner point out reason and 
rhetoric are the head and front. The lead of republic must be good at make a speech. 
On the other hand, as a citizen must be able to identify the lecture, so, citizen must 
possess some reason and can expression by himself. 
   The fourth part study on the state theory of Skinner. Skinner have a great 
interesting in this theory, you can see from his book. He think state as a organism, 
and it have life. All this idea we can see from 《The foundations of modern political 














    The fifth sect I will write about the liberty theory of Skinner. Since Isaiah 
Berlin published his book, Two Concepts of Liberty, his concept of negative liberty 
has been hegemony in contemporary political philosophy. Quentin Skinner criticizes 
Berlin’s such a concept from the point of republican through his careful study of two 
cases, namely, Machiavelli’s political thought and republicans in the English 
Revolution. He draws a conclusion from such an act excavation that only if we live 
as an active citizen under the condition of a free republic state, we will get civil 
liberty and maintain it. Skinner want to seeking to find a correct way to keep our 
civil liberty by establishing a connection between negative liberty and positive 
liberty. 
I contend that Skinner’s revisionist attempt to recast republican liberty as 
negative freedom leads to a paradigm competition in contemporary republicanism, 
Instead of civic virtue, juristic discourse is becoming the emerging paradigm in 
republicanism, This change is also examined in this paper. Quentin Skinner’s 
republicanism was based on three foundation stones: the citizen; the country; the 
liberty. Comparing the liberty of Skinner, the idea of Pettit may astonish someone, 
but in fact, the difference is radical. 
Finally, we make a comment on Quentin Skinner. Skinner’s interpretation of 
new republicanism common themes and internal tensions may not offer a panacea 
for modern western political ills. Yet, it can affect an important role to the liberalism. 
Republicanism is an important original part of constitutionalism; the tradition of 
republic is the essential content of Western constitutionalism culture. There are at 
least three overlapping between republic spirit and modern constitutionalism theory: 
the worship of rule of law, the emphasis of power limiting and the concern of public 
interests. Republic spirit is vital to steer the construction of constitutional China.  
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